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06/09/20 14:22 COMMENT ON by S_Wood:

Before starting work, the team performing this work shall execute 
and sign the pre-job checklist on page 13 of "ESH-20-102494-
OSP: COVID-19 Pandemic Controls" and place this with the 
copies of the 3He target OSP (ENP-19-95337-OSP) and Laser 
OSP (ENP-19-95355-LOSP).

06/08/20 10:26 EHS&Q REVIEW by B_Manzlak:

MEDCON 5 Transition (June 8th.) ... Contact your immediate supervisor/Sponsor regarding:

1.) Specific training: SAF003 - Working Safely at Jefferson Lab During Elevated MEDCON Levels.

2.) Complete a Daily Health Self Certification prior to arriving on-site,

3.) An Operational Safety Procedure ESH-20-102494-OSP, COVID-19 Pandemic Controls, is now available. 

This OSP establishes the controls necessary to implement the Jefferson Lab Resumption of On-Site Operations
Plan. 

The Task Hazard Analysis associated with this OSP identifies seven hazard cases which staff are likely to
encounter when returning to work under MEDCON 5 and 4. 

The THA also lists the controls associated with each hazard case. 

The OSP discusses those engineered and administrative controls in more detail, identifies training,
identifies affected staff, and lists the basic steps for returning to work at the lab and documenting the
controls necessary to prevent the spread of COVID-19.

The OSP uses two checklists:
    COVID-OSP Pre-job checklist: This is used to verify that staff members understand and agree to the
requirements for COVID-19 protection upon return to work. 

The signed Pre-job Checklist for this OSP indicates completion by participating staff, and that their manager
authorizes them to work under COVID-19 controls.

Task or Area-Specific (T)OSP/LOSP Pre-job Checklist: 
This is used to help evaluate how COVID-19 controls will
affect/impact the controls in a (T)OSP/LOSPs governing upcoming work. 

This second checklist is used before the upcoming work starts under MEDCON 5 and/or 4 conditions by addressing
key human performance issues and posing questions about interference or adjustment necessary for work controls
identified in the (T)OSP/LOSP under review.

The signed Task or Area-Specific (T) OSP/LOSP Pre-job Checklist documents the review and concurrence by the
participating staff and manager before the existing (T)OSP/LOSP before work begins.

Please continue to use the COVID-19 Information Portal as your comprehensive resource for all information
related to the pandemic and the lab s status

Hazard Identification Worksheet

Task Hazard Analysis has been reviewed by EHS&Q group.

General EHS&Q Hazards
YES Do you require familiarization with the work area and its current state? Do you need to perform a pre-job walkdown?

All personnel are required to have the polarized He3 target OSP and LSOP trainings (all already have the training).
Will perform a laser safety walkthrough to complete the laser safety checklist and perform a pre-job briefing. In
addition, all are required to complete the new COVID-19 safety training and sign the COVID-19 OSP (will complete
the training before work starts).

YES Does the task require working within 6ft of others while the lab is at MedCon level 4 or greater?

The two tasks (laser alignment/polarization measurement and close the target enclosure) requires two people to
work within 6 feet, PPE training is required. The ones to performed these tasks have already had the PPE training
before the lab shutdown.

NO Are there MSDS requirements for the materials being used with which you are unfamilar?

NO Will you be working with or mixing chemicals

NO Will you create silica or nuisance dust?

NO
Will you be doing hot work (i.e.: welding, brazing, producing sparks by grinding or cutting ? or using a flame open
flame bigger than a bic lighter?

NO Will you be generating, or in an area of, excessive noise?

NO
Will you be in or around ionizing radiation, or non-ionizing radiant energy (i.e.: magnetic fields, radio frequency,
microwave radiation)?

NO Is the task performed in a confined space (i.e.: limited entry, egress, or poor ventilation exists.)?

NO Does the task require compressed, liquefied, or solidified gases?

NO Does the task require work with materials subject to temperature extremes (i.e.: cryogenics)?

NO Does the task require work in areas subject to temperature extremes (i.e.: heat stress or cold stress)?

NO
Will you be using material handling equipment (fork trucks/attachments, cranes or hoists, tunnel vehicles, aerial
work platforms)?

NO Does the task involve the use of portable hand tools?

NO
Does the work involveelectrical hazards (i.e.: electronic equipment; construction/modification of electronic
equipment; or energized AC electrical equipment )?

power supplies for target magnet field. maximum DC voltage below 40 V and current below 10 A. Covered in the
polarized 3He target OSP.

YES
Will you need to perform Lock, Tag, Try (i.e.: are there hazardous/stored energy sources such as electrical,
mechanical, hydraulic, pneumatic, chemical, thermal or other forms of harmful energy that need to be controlled)?

LOTO is needed for laser safety. Covered in the polarized He3 target LSOP/OSP.. All personnel have LOTO
training.

YES Does the task involve working four feet or more above floor level?

work in the laser platform. Covered in the target OSP. All personnel have ladder and fall protection training.

YES Will you be using a ladder or scaffolding?

Use ladder to get to platform. Covered in target OSP. All personnel have ladder and fall protection training.

NO
Does the task involve lifting, pulling, pushing, or carrying heavy objects, or repetitive motion or other ergonomic
issues?

NO Does the task involve work with pressurized or vacuum vessels?

NO
Does the task involve blind/dig penetration (i.e.: excavation, digging into soil or demolition drilling or cutting into any
wall, floor, or ceiling?
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PPE Required

Respiratory protection equipment
Laser safety eyewear
Gloves
Face Shield
Proper Work Clothes
Hearing Protection

Systems

EHS&Q
Other
RADCON

Areas

AREA:
Hall C

Attachments

Add an attachment...

Re-start of the Polarized He3 target in Hall C
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NO
Will you be using or producing hazardous material, will it require disposal or transport? (Use of Department of
Transportation Hazardous Material Class 1 Explosives require DOE approval.)

YES Will you be using or building lasers?

Use high power infrared diode lasers. Covered in the target LSOP. All personnel have the laser safety training.

YES Any other hazards we may have overlooked with this list?

When the target glass cell exposed, cell rupture hazard. Covered in the target OSP. All personnel have the target
cell safety training.

Safety Controls
NO Does the task affect any of the credited controls listed in the Accelerator Safety Envelope?

NO Does the task affect any of the Defense-in-Depth Controls listed in the Facility Safety Assessment Document?

NO Does the task affect any of the internal circuits, systems, or components of equipment interfaced to the PSS?

NO Does the task require bypassing PSS safety functions (Link to PSS Jumper Request)

YES Will the task affect infrastructure and utilities used by the PSS?

Use CANS system for laser controlled access when performing laser alignment and laser polarization
measurements.

NO Will the task affect other safety system components not listed above?

Radiological Hazards
YES Are there any radiological hazards associated with this task?

NO Will the job require disassembly of radioactive components (eg. beamline components)?

NO Will the job require Removal of items from the accelerator enclosure?

NO Will the job require Working in ventilated equipment racks (Hall A or C)?

NO Will the job potentially generate loose contamination (i.e. grinding, drilling, etc. on radioactive materials)?

NO Will the job require entering Radiation/High Radiation Areas?

YES Will the job require breaching any potentially contaminated systems (i.e. diffuser, dehumidifier, LCW)?

opening the target enclosure requires RADCON support. Work inside the enclosure requires RADCON
assessment.

NO Will the job require disturbing installed shielding configurations?

NO Will the job require transport of radioactive material (from one building or posted area to another)?

NO Other?

Description of Task

1) Check and restart target control system and instrumentation in the counting house and in the hall, including
computer/control programs (Brad Sawatzky, Junhao Chen), target magnet power supplies (Bill Henry), motion system (Arun
Tadepalli), target polarimetry electronics (Junhao Chen/Mingyu Chen), air, heater for the target oven (Jian-ping Chen. Check
and start the lasers in the laser room only (Jian-ping Chen/Mingyu Chen).
All above work will be done by one person at a time.
2) Open up the enclosure (two panels) (Jian-ping, Arun)will keep distance > 6 feet all the time.
3) Clean up the optics (Junhao/Mingyu) will keep distance > 6 feet all the time
4) put hall in laser controlled access (Jian-ping +1) will keep > 6 feet.
5) Check laser alignment and laser polarization. (Jian-ping/Junhao/Mingyu)
will require to work within 6 feet. Need PPE.
Estimated time is 6 hours total. Will have two people working for 2 hours, then rotate.
Total PPE required 3 sets x 2 people = 6 sets.
6a) Start lasers, check spectro-analyzer. check laser wave plates remote control. start polarization, check out EPR (inside
enclosure). (Junhao/Mingyu)
7) close up the target enclosure (Jian-ping/Arun)
Will need to work within 6 feet. PPE required. estimated time less than 1 hour. Need 1 set x 2 people = 2 sets PPE.
8) Start up optical pumping, testing NMR/EPR/pNMR systems (Junhao/Mingyu/Jian-ping). Either keep only one person in the
counting house, if two, will keep >6 feet all time.
9) Test new Kepco power supply (Bill/Junhao). Either keep only one person in the counting house, if two, will keep >6 feet all
time.

Impact Statement

Required for starting the d2n experiment in Hall C.
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